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in january 2007, comicraft introduced the elephantmen typeface for dark horse comics, and the first issue of elephantmen was released, featuring the first full use of the new lettering
style. dark horse comics has been using comicraft's elephantmen and whizbang lettering styles since 2007. unfortunately, dark horse comics has not yet been using the newer styles like
extra bold and bold italic, although they have been using the bold condensed style. they may have gone too far with their elephantmen though, as there is also a smaller-sized
elephantmen called "heritage" that is not part of the elephantmen family. elephantmen continue to letter many dark horse titles, and continue to be developed. comicraft pioneered many
new styles of lettering for comic book titles and characters. they may have created the first big comic book company to switch to the new digital lettering workflow. but comicraft's first
step in the digital comics workflow was not to create a new font, but to create a new look for their existing fonts. this resulted in some great visuals for titles like tank girl, and took their
standard lettering styles to a whole new level. comics are now being released in the new styles, and the results are amazing. these are the first great comic book lettering styles i have
seen in a long time, rivaling the styles of the classic lettering era. with this new popularity of comicraft's elephantmen lettering styles, i have been using them myself in my letters and
recently have been making elephantmen big titles for my clients. they are always a hit and they really are fun to use. they are not only easy to create, but they also look great on the
finished comic book pages.
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if you compare these charts you can imagine the savings in time, effort and money an all-digital comics workflow could provide. for one thing, the traditional workflow usually involved an
entirely separate company to produce color separations, adding lots of time and expense. for another, once letterers and colorists were in the digital workflow, they could be required to
make corrections on their own work instead of having it done by production staffers, usually with better results, and saving the company money. i suspect either images wildstorm studio
or malibu comics werefirst to go all digital on at least some titles. both were apparently heading there by mid 1994, with the help of in-house digital coloring staffs. wildstorm was using

comicraft for some of their lettering. both companies were encouraging their freelance letterers to made digital versions of their fonts, or hiring letterers already using their own fonts like
roxanne starr and willie schubert. roll up! roll up! the worlds largest three (letter-)ring circus of great and tall elephantmen fonts is now touring cities and towns in your area! see the
amazing exploits of fonts of heretofore unimagined heights and weights! gasp as x-heightwire artist john roshell walks great and tall on the typerope up above your headlines! look in

wonder as elephantmen get greater and taller on stilts, staggering around with their trunks high in the air as well as loose around their waists! peer cautiously into the sky as the greatest
and tallest elephantmen disappear into the clouds as they swing up on the trapeze.. yes, the comicraft big top is always full of surprises. so hurry, hurry, hurry to download your ticket to

the greatest and tallest show on earth in the comfort of your own home! see the families related to elephantmen greatest & taller: elephantmen, elephantmen great & tall, &
elephantmen greatest & taller. 5ec8ef588b
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